Who we are

How we work
Learning technology and data are central to
the FI product, using it to shape our online
learning and build digital intelligence.

First Intuition Learning Solutions Ltd (FILS)
is the international subsidiary of FI Ltd.
We work in partnership with universities,
academies and colleges worldwide to build
online learning capacity.

We analyse the data behind the learning to
identify student behaviour and engagement
patterns. Our in-house publishing and course
development team apply these trends to our
LMS and content design.
This commitment to product development is
why FI have been awarded College of the
Year on five occasions, most recently
winning 'Online College of the Year' in 2020.

First Intuition is a multi-award winning
training provider, recognised globally as a
pioneer in professional training. As an early
adopter of online technology, FI now takes a
digital-first approach to pedagogy and
delivery.
Student learning data forms the basis of our
teaching and learning technology. We use
data to identify engagement trends and
learning patterns which in turn shape our
content and product development.
Globally, over 10,000 students rely on the FI
network to successfully progress through
their professional exams and realise their
full potential.
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The approach
We believe the most effective way to build successful, sustainable training capacity is
through partnerships. We work on a strategic basis with each of our partners designing
solutions that reflect their individual training and market requirements.
We put our partners at the heart of our international strategy and offer exclusive market
terms and support to ensure their growth and success. Through a consultative,
collaborative approach, we ensure our solutions remain relevant and reflect changing
global education and learning trends.
Our LMS and partnership models are all designed to build partner capacity and therefore
improve the progression, pass-rates and experience of their students.

Features

Course types

Pre-populated LMS

Tutor supported

Exclusive market support
Online student-paced
Dedicated Account Manager
Faculty & LMS technical support
Student masterclasses

Exam preparation

Re-sit

Student re-direct
CBE courses
Global data analytics
Course & content maintenance
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LMS
Professional education is rapidly changing,
not only in the way it is taught but also in
the way it is examined.
The shift to online delivery and testing
requires a level of digital literacy that both
tutors and students are expected to
demonstrate by both professional bodies
and future employers.
Our LMS has up to 4 computer-based mock
exams per course, allowing students to not
only better prepare for the final exam but
also for the digital workplace they will join.
We understand that international students
have different learning styles and
requirements, so our courses are designed
to suit different learning objectives.
Our solution allows our partners to
customise their digital delivery and build a
LMS content portfolio that reflects the
markets they are operating in.
Integrating with Moodle and most third-party
platforms, our partners can select from a
standalone FI LMS or integrate with their
existing learning platform.
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Client-branded LMS

Pre-populated
Courses from an award-winning
provider

Integrated CBE platform

Student tracking and reporting

Data analytics

Modular, mobile learning

Integration with existing LMS

PARTNERSHIPS DRIVEN BY
PROGRESSION AND PASS-RATES

The impact
At FI we pride ourselves on our exam results and student progression; through our global
partnerships, we work to see this same success in our clients' markets, which in turn will
drive training capacity and organic growth.
By adopting an exam-focused approach for every student from the point of enrolment, as
well as experiencing ongoing assessment and tracking throughout each course, we can
ensure students are confident and exam-ready.
As professional exams move almost exclusively online, an appropriate preparatory
approach must be adopted to prepare students for the exam environment. We integrate
unique mock CBE test platforms within all of our courses to offer students an unrivalled
CBE experience.
FI track all LMS engagement data and benchmark it against exam performance to identify
the optimum learning experience and approach for students.
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The results

75%

Pass rates
of FI students

FI found a positive correlation between the
number of exams attempted on our online
learning platform and their students' pass
rates.
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Number of mock exams attempted

Meaning the more mock exams students
took before the final, the higher chance they
had of passing.
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TRUSTED PARTNERSHIPS

Our partners
At FI we work with a broad portfolio of UK and international partners delivering
professional training and strategic educational partnerships.
We are proud to share just a few of these below.

First Intuition Ltd & FI Learning Solutions Ltd.
Registered office: Conway House, Conway Mews, Fitzrovia, London, W1T 6AA
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